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The sport of cycling boasts the most impressive scenery. Athletes who earn places in professional competitions such as the Tour de France, the Giro d'Italia and the Tour de Suisse cycle hundreds of miles through some of the most beautiful landscapes this world has to offer, with snow-capped
mountains, architecturally unspoiled coastal towns, bright fields of sunflowers and more. Although cyclists only focus their eyes on the road ahead, the listening public can witness all the panoramic views. Below, discover the most beautiful routes of all. Giro d'Italia In this stunning image of Maiori, Italy,
cyclists are circling around a mountainous curve on the Amalfi coast, a region known for its magnificent vineyards, picturesque villas and historic architecture. The stretch was part of the fourth stage of the 2007 race, which ran from Salerno to Montevergine di Mercogliano. Photo credit: Alberto
Pizzoli/AFP/Getty Images Tour de France During the third stage of the 2009 Tour de France, cyclists travelled this length of road in Marseille, the country's second largest city, as well as the largest commercial port on the French Mediterranean coast. The runners head to La Grande-Motte, a popular
seaside resort and port built in the 1960s and 1970s, known for its uniformly constructed architecture, much of which is pyramid-shaped. Photo credit: Jasper Juinen/Getty Images Tour de Romandie Cyclists climb through this stretch of vineyards in the ancient Romand region, which is located in the
French-speaking region of Switzerland. During the fourth stage of this 2008 race, a 79.3-mile loop led cyclists around Sion, the capital of Valais, known for its military and civilian airfields, and in the municipality of Leytron. Photo credit: Fabrice Coffrini/AFP/Getty Images Critérium du Dauphiné Libéré The
above photo shows the peloton, or main peloton of cyclists, passing through the Col de la Croix de Fer, a high mountain pass in the French Alps, during the seventh stage of the 61st Critérium du Dauphiné Libéré. This annual eight-stage road race attracts many cyclists who use the competition as a
training for the Tour de France, which takes place just a month later. Photo credit: Patrick Hertzog/AFP/Getty Images Tour de Suisse During the sixth stage of the 70th Tour de Suisse, a cycling race through Switzerland, the peloton travelled through the Fiesch Mountains in La Punt, a small town in the
Swiss Alps Valley. The Punt is located at the foot of the Albula Pass, which follows the River Inn and is protected by high picturesque mountains on all sides. Photo credit: Pascal Guyot/AFP/Getty Images Tour Down Under In the fifth stage of the Tour Down Under 2009, a road cycling race that took place
in Adelaide and its vagaries, Australia, the peloton was captured by climbing a hill en route to McLaren Vale, a nearly 200-year-old wine region in the south of the country. While Adelaide is cosmopolitan in nature, its surrounding coastal towns, including the holiday destination Fleurieu Peninsula, are for
their beautiful beaches and unspoiled wildlife. Photo credit: Tony Lewis/Getty Images Amgen Tour of California On February 21, 2008, the Astana team led the main pack of cyclists across the Bixby Bridge, one of the 10 highest single span bridges in the world. Stretch across a canyon over the Pacific
Coast Highway, this breathtaking stage of the road occurred during the fourth stage, which ran from Seaside to San Luis Obispo. Photo credit: Doug Pensinger/Getty Images Tour of Ireland During the fourth stage of the 57th Tour of Ireland, which had a route from Cahirciveen to Killorglin, the breakaway
group slid along the north side of the Dingle Peninsula. Located on the westernst point of the country amidst green hills, the peninsula is the setting for many prehistoric archaeological monuments that are remarkably preserved due to its remote location. Photo credit: Stephen McMahon/CyclingNews.com
Tour of Qatar On February 8, 2009, the first-ever Ladies Tour of Qatar kicked off in the capital, Doha, at the Qatar Museum of Islamic Art, heading for Doha Shafallah. The museum, pictured above, with chest ceilings and geometric shapes typical of Islamic architecture, is part of the Arab emirate's quest
to become a cultural center of the Middle East. Photo credit: Karim Jaafar/AFP/Getty Images Vuelta a Spain Here, cyclists are shown trekking through the Sierra de Segura region as part of this three-week road race through Spain in 2008. The mountainous countryside, filled with chalets and olive groves,
is known for its traditional Arab and medieval architecture. Photo credit: Yelmo01/lasierradesegura.mforos.com This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content
similar to piano.io Active Travel Kyle Valenta Active Travel Caroline Morse Teel Active Travel Kate Sitarz Entertainment Carl Unger Handy Tricks Seven! Things to do to and with bikes! For even more practical tips, check out the rest of the saga at Handy Tricks 9: Oodles of random tricksand Handy Tricks
8: Island Handy Tricksand Fifty Handy Tricks.and 40 More Handyand Tricks Australian Handy Tricksand Guatemalan Handy Tricksand Yet More Handy Tricksand Tricks Handy Tricks Six! For a bunch of things that didn't work, check out How Not. First trick: Improvised Freewheel Removal WrenchEvery
freewhey freewhey brand has a different pattern of grooves inside. If you don't have the right key, you usually can't disassemble it. Unless you can improvise one. This method works well for the most common shimano freewheels. Remove the axle from the wheel. Insert the largest axe key you can in the
freewheel. Deliver some nails or a large staple as seen here in the grooves to lock the key in place. Unscrew the freewheel. Shake your nails. Rejoice.To to know why you would use this tool, what the real thing looks like and everything else on bike mechanics, look at the site of Sheldon Brown and Park
Tool.These two fancy chain whip keys are used to disassemble a free wheel. The freewheel is the cluster of cone-shaped gables on the rear wheel. The little gable unscrews and the others get away with it, with spacers between them. To make a chain whip, use your chain breaker tool to disassemble a
chain by making two string pieces with as many links as seen here. Then drill three holes into a steel bar and grind a curved divot where the short piece of chain rests. Use the chain breaker to attach the pieces of chain to the steel bar, and you're in business. If your circuit breaker doesn't reach to attach
the chains to your key, just hammer the pins in place with a hammer. You probably don't need two of them, but it's easier this way and they're quick to do. Pretty simple to do. Ensthetize the canvas of the chair and the eyelashes innertube two sticks to the arms or seat. Cut the curved tube at the back of a
metal chair. Lashes only for both sticks at the bike end. Lashes a cord loop in the middle of it for a trailer hitch. For hitchhiking, innertube lashes loop this loop to your seat post or rear rack. Looks like someone took one of the wheelchair wheels, but you have the idea. It's a solid wagon. It will carry a lot of
lumber. This is the quick way to remove the rays. Grind a slit in the middle of a flat-headed screwdriver bit. Don't shoot sparks in your eye. Then rotate the talked nipples on the spokes with a drill just like Franziska.If it's a rear wheel, you might need to remove the free wheel to get the rays off. Save the
rays. In the United States, they are often made of stainless steel and make a good TIG welding rod, etc. etc. This is Matt Ritter with his Longfellow cargo bike. He carried a lot of equipment and a few passengers with it. He says that with such a long chain, you can derail it if you shake the bike hard while
driving it. Bike theft is a real problem in the Boston area. It seems that most of the anti-theft bicycle inventions come from this part of the country. Here are some funny articulated shells that you can lock over your bike to deter thieves. They're just outside MIT's Sydney Pacific dorm. They are empty, I do
not know if that says anything about their effectiveness. Emily took me to do scavenging in Manhattan. We have so many vegetables that she needed more cargo capacity. I tied string loops between two milk crates and hung them over his back basket. She writes: My new bags hold more than one and
don't fit in the subway. I had to ride my bike on a special course gradually tilted tonight up to 175 with all the overflowing baskets. I should have gotten a better picture, but its front basket holder is very solid and clever. It is the front fork of a bike bolted on its axle on top of the abandonments of its other
fork. My cargo bike rusts pretty badly from burningman alkali dust on the bare metal. My parents decided to paint it. My father had a forest green cane. which corresponded to the original color and a yarn brush. Then they used the same techniques my father learned on the farm when he was a child.1:
Use the metal brush to clean all loose dirt and rust.2: Use duct tape to cover edges you don't want to paint (tyres and chrome):3: Get pieces of cardboard handy to hold in front of things you don't want to hide with duct tape4. Paint Movements: Move the work at a constant speed and do not press the
button until the work is moving. Release the button before unsealing it at the end of the race5. Paint with several passages of light so that the paint is not thick enough to work before it is dry.6 To paint the rims, turn the bike upside down and spin the wheels. Hold the cane to a stop and paint the entire rim
as it rotates.7. Wear appropriate safety equipment such as a respirator mask and safety goggles. If you prefer to jump the respirator, wear a mower suit like my father did. The bike looks really great now. People ask me where I got it and what all the features are for. And if they can buy it for me. Having
trouble getting your keys back when you lend them? Attach them to an aluminum crank. Need a business card stand? A few cuts in an aluminum hub will make a nice one. Spotted at Cambridge BicycleNow that everyone has a welder there are all kinds of bike mods you can do. Here's a tallbikeStar and I
made at MITERS with an extra welded frame to make a banana seat. The handlebar/fork arrangement went very well. It is strong and was pretty easy to do. It lower handlebars/fork/thingy just pushes down into the side tubes of this motorcycle style fork. The seat is made by bolting a crutch handle into
the old rear stalls to prevent them from crushing together, folding a nylon cushion and wrapping it on the frame with innertubes. It's more comfortable than I thought. It could be an inch or wider. You can see that the front seat frame tube is leaning, another tube splint should be welded on to triangulate this
part of the frame. Or is it Chair Arm Bike? We made this one using the arm of a Danish chair to make a springy bench and a fender at the same time. It's innertube-whipped on some media that we welded from whatchamacallit chainstay tubes. The bike seems to be made to ride in a swamp. The steering
column is a small, thick pipe that slides right into the helmet. We drilled a hole through it at the bottom and put a bolt through it and the fork where the wing was. Yes, the handlebars are much more they should be, but we wanted to try the bike. It's kind of weird to be so high and crouching at the same
time. Spotted outside Shaw, Cambridge. The one who rides a bike clearly understands how to carry a lot of things. The untrut rear supports go a long way. It's galvanized, so it doesn't rust. The front basket and the front bags are also supported by unistrut. The galvanized steel means that the welding is
out, so that it uses the construction while bolt. Je Je doesn't like to use unistrut, because it twists a lot. The back-to-back bolt solves this. There is a support hidden behind the white basket on the rear support, supporting the extra length of the triangle (compared to the commercial rear supports). The
untrut is extra-cared for because it gives you 2.2 million spots to hang elastic cords. I met Jess at the Emeryville Traderjoe dumpster. Jess features an ingenious bike trailer made from ducts, and part of a metal futon sofa. Here are some details on how it is held together. Joe had a problem with his
refrigerator and threw a whole bunch of food. This particular place loves the mother earth and their neighbor and allows dumpster divers. Thank you Joe! Star says: I've learned a ton of things from Mars lately at MITERS. Need to weld your new chop-tacular? Where do you pinch on the frame without
screwing up the painted work? THE PEDALS! It's working! Mars made this glitzy tallbike at MITERS. Originally, he had a baby wheel on top of the rear wheel, which made it very festive. This blue package is my registered bag. I'm going to the airport in a hurry. I spread out a sheet, threw my things on it,
tied the corners together doing a furoshiki, and I left. The bag worked fine, and didn't even have one of those we ransacked your bag notes in it at the destination carousel. The bike has half of a third frame welded on the front, perfect for carrying large loads, like this blue furoshiki or the two milk crates
attached with an extension cord seen on the second photo. Have you been looking for the best bike horn ever? Turns out they are all poorly organized in the Dog Toys section at any walgreens. I had this duck horn duck there, and whipped it to my handlebars with strips of plastic shopping bag (note:
another handy trick). As I left the store, I honked the duck because I was driving on the sidewalk and I didn't want to hit anyone. A homeless man who was sleeping outside jumped. Donny! Did you hear that? It looked like a duck!! Donny replied. It's a duck. It's a duck! and pointed at me. Gather a group of
friends, each with a different animal, and it might be better than going to the zoo. The bikes in Brazil are all very robust, and can carry huge loads. I saw a bike trucking about 40 gallons of water. They are very popular for delivery in cities. Everything you could imagine came with bikes. Most of them have
front baskets supported by automobile springs. The small front wheel under the front basket helps with friction and road stability. I'm a big fan of their motorcycle style kickstands. Each seemed tailor-made. They use very thick tubes and The rear supports were particularly well supported. The front axle
must also be very strong, as the kickstand and front load are all mounted entirely on the axle. Bikes with two front wheels and push cart style tended to have really neat rod brakes using a pedal to brake, just like a car. These tiny cruisers 6 mirrors mounted on the handlebars, each. This is probably a
reference to English mod culture. After a law passed that required vespas have at least one rearview mirror, the mods would attach anywhere from four to twenty-two mirrors in turn. Spotted in Sao Paulo, Brazil.Star has recently lost laundry, but still wants to wear clean clothes. Solution? Laundry bike!
She can wash her clothes in any sink, then clothes pin to the wire wires back to let it hang dry! It's summer in Boston now, so the clothes dry out pretty quickly, either due to the cool breeze while biking, or being parked in the bright summer sun. This works well for wearing a pair of clothes a day, washing
a pair of clothes a day, and can be incorporated into a daily shower routine. The pants and shirt can be dried at the same time, each hanging over one side of the frame. A littered coffee table provided the basis for this vice. A folded towel in the jaws vice makes it a great stand to work on bikes. Bikes.
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